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Proceedings, exhibits, reports, correspondence, and similar documents describing the work of the Atomic Energy Labor-Relations Management Panel from 1949 to ca. 1984. The Panel was established in 1949 by President Harry Truman to mediate labor-management disputes in the strategically critical atomic energy industry. The Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) sponsored and supported the Panel through most of its tenure. It was most active in the years between 1950 and 1970, and the records reflect that...

The AELRMP records comprise about 16 cubic feet or 16 standard size records center storage boxes. What follows is a brief description of the contents of each box. It is not possible to list contents by folder because many of the documents are not in labeled folders. They are loosely bundled or fastened, placed in envelopes, or simply laid in the boxes. Numbers in parentheses are Iron Mountain’s tracking and box information.

Boxes

1 (BAL04643101) AELRMP administrative history files. General Electric, Hanford Site (Hanford, Washington), Reynolds Electric (REECO), Nevada Test Site (NTS), 1963-64. Includes presentations of facts to Panel members by parties involved, reports, proceedings and administrative records concerning disputes between General Electric company and its unions at the Hanford, Washington and Nevada Test Site locations.

2 (BAL04643102) AELRMP hearings, proceedings, reports, and supporting documentation, Nevada Test Site (NTS) and Los Alamos, New Mexico, 1962, 1973.

4. (BAL04643106) Administrative history records of the AELRMP - 1949-64, including correspondence and reports of the Davis Panel (original AELRMP) 1949-52

5. (BAL04643108) Davis Panel semi-annual reports and supporting papers through 1954; AELRMP case reports 1953-57, reports and proceedings REECO and unions, 1970


7. (BAL04643110) AELRMP documents -- hearings transcripts and supporting administrative correspondence involving labor/management mediations between Reynolds Electric (REECO) and teamsters/warehousemen and culinary unions at Nevada Test Site locations and facilities, 1965-66

8. (BAL04643111) AELRMP hearings, proceedings, reports, and supporting documentation, Mason-Hanger, Silas Mason Company, Inc and unions, Pantex Plant, Amarillo Texas, 1985


10. (BAL04643114) AELRMP documents -- hearings transcripts and supporting administrative correspondence and other papers involving labor/management mediations in Idaho (National Reactor Testing Station) New Mexico (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Zia Corporation and unions), Rocky Flats Colorado (Dow Chemical and unions), Paducah, Kentucky (Union Carbide and unions) and Nevada (NTS, Reynolds Electric (REECO) and unions), 1968-1972

11. (BAL04643115) AELRMP mediation proceedings and exhibits, Reynolds Electric Engineering Company (REECO) and Operating Engineers, Las Vegas, NV 1970

12. (BAL04643117) AELRMP mediation proceedings and exhibits, Pan Am World Airways Nuclear Rocket Development Station and Transport Workers’ Union, AFL-CIO, Jackass Flats, NV 1964-65
13 (BAL04643118) AELMRP mediation proceedings and exhibits, Associated General Contractors and Teamsters, Hanford Project, Hanford, Washington, 1956

14 (BAL04643119) AELRMP hearings, proceedings, reports, and supporting documentation, Pan Am Nuclear Rocket Testing Station and unions, Jackass Flats, Nevada, 1966

15. (BAL04643121) AELMRP arbitration proceedings, exhibits, and correspondence, Reynolds Electric (REECO) and Teamsters/Warehousemen, Las Vegas, Nevada, 1969